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although the public interest will only be sampled
through the views of organisations like the TUC,
NCCL and Justice.
The brief stressed the constitutional complication
of making the proposed Data Protection Authority
- which would create and invigilate statutory codes
of practice covering all personal data users independent of the government. Some of Lindop's
recommendations would be 'unnecessary or too
expensive in relation to the benefits', the Home
Office felt. The benefits, anyway, were 'intangible'.
Other civil service sniping at the report included
an extraordinary concern over the cost of a staff
likely to be as few as 40.
With a government due to terminate soon, it is all
too evident that the Home Office mandarins have
filed the Lindop committee's work alongside every
other important proposal on privacy or liberty in
recent years: Franks on Official Secrets, Younger
on Privacy, and so on. It is equally clear that there
will be no enthusiasm for measures to protect
personal data, or provide rights of access, when the
next government moves its appointees into the
Home Office.

No figs for
data protection
Duncan Campbell writes: The general popularity of
the recent report on Data Protection by the Lindop
Committee was confirmed last week at the first
major conference since the report was issued in
December. 'Computers, records, and the right to
privacy', organised by the National Computing
Centre Ltd., and NCCL. It also served as a forum
for the first government response to the committee's recommendations, as no discussion has yet
taken place in parliament.
Owing to Merlyn Rees's absence in cabinet; his
Home Office brief which was to open the conference was read instead by Lord Boston, an inexperienced and newly appointed junior minister. No
discussion was thus possible on the wholly disappointing anodynes proferred. No legislation or even
a timetable for legislation was mentioned; but the
HO will soon be 'seeking the views of those affected
by the report' by letter. This follows wideranging
enquiry and evidence-taking by Lindop's committee. The Home Office will consult all the 'major
users' of large personal data banks once again,
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